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OPENING – JERUSALEM

Cultural diplomacy, as the name indicates, is about creating relationships and con-
nections between countries at the level of culture. It ranks among the so-cal-
led soft forces of diplomacy and at present is becoming one of the most impor-
tant forms of Slovak cultural presentation abroad. The level of culture and art 
in Slovakia achieves a similar, and in many cases higher, quality as that of other de-
veloped countries. And despite the country’s small size and relatively short peri-
od of independent history, many very talented and capable people live in Slovakia.

Foreign offices, general consulates, Slovak houses, but primarily the 
Slovak Institutes, which form the institutional basis in the country 
of operation, are also centres of Slovak cultural diplomacy abroad. 
Led by their directors, Slovak Institutes create links and coopera-
tion with institutions in the given country; they also organise events 
and create the conditions for the “export” and proper presentation 
of the best of Slovak culture and art. The presentation of culture 
always has a positive and friendly undertone of showing oneself 
in a good light; this is why cultural diplomacy is one of the best 
possible tools of diplomacy. Until recently, the Slovak Republic 
had eight such Slovak institutes around the world, located in the 
cultural centres of Berlin, Budapest, Moscow, Paris, Prague, Rome, 
Warsaw and Vienna. In September 2021, a ninth was added, loca-
ted directly in the heart of Jerusalem, though due to anti-pandemic 
measures, the grand opening did not take place until 13 April 2022. 
The attractive opening ceremony attracted many visitors and several 
special guests. Among them was Israel’s Minister of Foreign Affairs 
Yair Lapid, who together with Slovak ministerial partner Ivan Kor-
čok and director of the institute Jakub Urik cut the ribbon. “The 
opening of the Slovak Institute in Jerusalem opens a new chapter in 
relations between Slovakia and Israel,” said Minister Korčok. “This 
piece of Slovak land in Jerusalem will be a meeting place not only 
for artists and representatives of the cultural community, but also 
for all friends of Slovakia and Israel, including thousands of Slovak 
pilgrims who visit the Holy Land every year”. The head of Slovak 
diplomacy pointed out that among Slovakia’s nine cultural institu-
tes, only two of them are located outside the territory of the Euro-

pean Union. At the ceremony he also thanked the current mayor of 
Jerusalem, Moshe Lion, for his hospitality in establishing the Slovak 
Institute in the city.
Experienced cultural diplomat Jakub Urik became the director of 
the Slovak Institute in Jerusalem. “We can be proud of this piece 
of Slovakia on the prestigious King David Street in Jerusalem,” said 
Jakub Urik. He pointed out that dozens of top Slovak artists who 
exhibit in the best galleries in the world will now be able to exhibit 
in Israel for the first time through the Slovak Institute, and the most 
important Israeli cultural institutions are interested in cooperating 
with Slovak artists. “The city of Jerusalem, which is visited by 4.5 
million tourists annually, will place a statue by leading Slovak sculp-
tor Bohuš Kubinski in one of its parks in the city centre. The Slovak 
Republic will be the main guest of the 10th anniversary of the largest 
photography festival in Israel, Israel Photo. The best private galleries 
in Tel Aviv are interested in presenting Slovak artists, and the tour 
of Slovak jazzmen in February was sold out in all the clubs,” said 
director J. Urik, referring to the specific results for the first half of 
the year. ~TB

The New Slovak Institute in Jerusalem

Photo: Tomáš Bokor.

From the left: Jakub Urik, Ivan Korčok and Yair Lapid.

https://www.facebook.com/SlovakInstituteInJerusalem/posts/pfbid02WzFSjdkNykjZi8pAAAhSXyPKzm6xUWcCafZVVeYgBM3DYdmmrqeg6TNgoohawTfPl


Expedition 10
The opening group exhibition of the Slovak Institute 
in Jerusalem, Expedition 10, is the start of a new stage 
of cultural dialogue between Slovakia and Israel. Ten 
major personalities of contemporary Slovak visual 
arts presented themselves at the exhibition. These are 
Erik Šille, Tomáš Libertíny, Viktor Frešo, Mária Švarbová, 
Ján Vasilko, Michal Černušák, Marek Kvetan, Vlasta Žá-
ková, Ašot Haas and Vladimír Ossif. Vladimír Beskid was 
the curator of the exhibition.

Ašot Haas

Key for the work of Ašot Haas is working with space and its transforma-
tions. His work is an intermingling of elements of painting, graphic art, 
sculpture, cybernetics and interactive art, up to video art. In his work 
he combines reality with the virtual world through new materials and 
technologies. He has exhibited his works not only in Europe but also 
in Asia and America, and his work forms a part of gallery and private 
collections in Slovakia and abroad. “I’m exceedingly happy that I had 
the honour of taking part with my work in the first exhibition of Slo-
vak contemporary art at the Slovak Institute in Jerusalem. I’m also glad 
that I can exhibit with top Slovak artists, and that the interest of the 
public from the domestic environment of Israel is great,” said Ašot. He 
added that it is highly significant to show and present abroad the cur-
rent events taking place on the Slovak art, music and theatre scene and 
also added that art is one of the most important values that we have at 
home; therefore, it is extremely important to present quality outside of 
Slovakia as well as to establish relations with foreign countries. Every 
single positive step for the presentation of the given art abroad is very 
important and essential not only for Slovakia, but also as a contribution 
to the diversity and variety for the whole world, Ašot summarised.

Ján Vasilko

Ján Vasilko is one of the most successful painters of the young Slovak 
generation and a winner of the Strabag Artaward International in Vien-
na in 2009. After completing his studies in 2005, he received in that 
same year the Oskar Čepán Award for young artist of the year, and in 
2008 and 2012 he finished 2nd place in the Painting of the Year – VÚB 
Foundation Award competition. He has exhibited, for example, in Pra-
gue, Milan, Jerusalem, Paris, Berlin, Leipzig, Amsterdam, Rome and 
Vienna. Clean calligraphy, geometric precision of the line and muted 
colours are all significant for his painting work. He works with the redu-
ction of form of clean surfaces and elementary shapes at the interface of 
abstraction and figurativeness. “The first feeling was rather political :); to 
be more precise, I didn’t expect such a large number of top politicians 
from both parties at all. This was quite surprising for me," says Ján Va-
silko regarding his feelings at the opening of the exhibition. What was 
important to him, however, was the essence of the space itself and the 
installed exhibition. “The gallery has enough windows and light and is 
open to the street, which is essential for the promotion of art. I felt bril-
liant throughout the whole evening after the exhibition opening, where 
I met several exceptional and interesting people,” says Vasilko conveying 
his impressions. In his opinion, thanks belong to the curators Vladimír 
Beskid and Jakub Urik, who are very actively devoted to contemporary 
art not only in Slovakia, but also abroad. “So I imagine the passionate 
and zealous approach for the right thing. If we had more people like 
them, I think things could be better,” Vasilko concludes.

Erik Šille

Erik Šille is the laureate of the Tatra banka Foundation Award, the Pa-
inting of the Year Award – the VÚB Foundation Award, and the Igor 
Kalný Award at the Fourth Zlín Youth Salon in the Czech Republic. His 
works are located in the collection of the Slovak National Gallery and 
a large number of private collectors and galleries not only in Slovakia. 
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“The author takes the visuals and many approaches typical of co-
mics and animated films into painting. He layers figures and graphic 
abbreviations – signs of objects and activities – on a monochromatic 
background in developed painting plans. He combines images, sym-
bols and the visuality of Eastern and Western cultures,” explained 
Vladimír Beskid, curator of the exhibition, about the artist’s work.

Mária Švarbová

Mária Švarbová is one of the most successful of contemporary pho-
tographers. Her photographs are exhibited by galleries all over the 
world, from Taiwan to London, Marseille, the USA and Mexico. The 
past in her photos is combined with the future in a perfect colour 
symmetry.

Tomáš Libertíny

Tomáš Libertíny is a visual artist who actively involves bees in the 
creation of his sculptures, which form a honeycomb around a stru-
cture in a beehive. The result is unique beeswax objects that can be 
admired by visitors at the most famous museums in the world, inclu-
ding in New York, Paris and Vienna.

Viktor Frešo

Viktor Frešo is a Slovak conceptual artist and one of the most promi-
nent figures of Slovak contemporary art. He works with aggression, 
criticism and ego, which are presented in a witty and playful way. His 
works are known throughout Europe, the USA, Asia, South America 
and Australia and also attracted the attention of visitors to the Paris 
White Night in 2019.

Michal Černušák

Michal Černušák is the holder of the Special prize ESSL Award for 
2007 and a finalist in the Painting of the Year competition – VÚB 
Foundation Award for 2006. He had his last solo exhibition in Slo-
vakia at the beginning of 2022 in the gallery Dot. contemporary in 
Bratislava.

Marek Kvetan

Marek Kvetan is a leading Slovak multimedia contemporary artist 
and the holder of many awards in Slovakia and abroad – in Vienna, 
London and Prague.

Vlasta Žáková

Vlasta Žáková is a graduate of the VŠVU textile studio, a finalist for 
the National Gallery Prague’s 333 Prize in 2008 and 2010, and the 
winner of the Jury Prize at the Skúter II GJK Trnava biennial in 2009. 
Her works are known to the public from exhibitions not only in Slo-
vakia, but also in the Czech Republic, Poland and England.

Vladimír Ossif

A legend of Slovak contemporary abstract painting, Vladimír Os-
sif’s works are found in the collections of the most important world 
institutions, including the Museum of Modern Art in Paris, Casa de 
Velasquez in Madrid, the Fonds Cantonal d'Art Visuel in Geneva, the 
National Gallery in Prague and the Slovak National Gallery. ~TB

Photo (from the left): Vladimír Ossif, Ašot Haas – 1x4 light object plexiglass; 
Ján Vasilko – Horizontal and Vertical Lines, 2019; Viktor Frešo and Ašot 
Haas – Resonance of Sound; Mária Švarbová, Tomáš Libertíny – Eternity 
(a.k.a. Nefertiti) – natural beeswax – photo: Titia Hahne, Tomáš Bokor – 
vernissage. 

https://www.facebook.com/SlovakInstituteInJerusalem/posts/pfbid0aZXmLHVgcqLZ6HL3Qw7ExjBsVPunY1hj2ZEe4SUW9c5MP16jdQeErjzy1gg6ic6kl
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EXHIBITION – BRATISLAVA

The impressive premises of the Minis-
try of Foreign and European Affairs 
of the Slovak Republic have become 
an exhibition hall.

Palugyay Palace is adorned with the paintings of important Slovak ar-
tists: Ester Martinčeková Šimerová, Ladislav Mednyánszky, Dominik 
Skutecký, Martin Benka, Alexander Bazovský, Cyprián Majerník, Vincent 
Hložník, Milan Laluha, Milan Paštéka and Rudolf Fila.

A prominent businessman and winemaker from Bratislava, Jakob Pa-
lugyay had the palace built as his residence and as an office building 
with wine cellars. It was constructed on the design of Ignác Feigler, Jr., 
and put into use in 1873. The award-winning Château Palugyay wine was 
produced in the complex. The Ministry of Foreign and European Affairs 
of the Slovak Republic has been using it for formal purposes since 2003. 
Many diplomatic meetings at a high political level will be held in the 
spaces of the palace on Pražská Street in the coming months of 2022. 
Slovakia will also host foreign visitors from formats such as the Visegrad 
Four or the Slavkov Declaration, in the lounges of the palace named 
after major figures of Slovak diplomacy, such as Ivan Krno, Ján Papánek, 
Štefan Osuský, Vladimír Svetozár Hurban, Milan Hodža, Juraj Slávik, 
or Milan Rastislav Štefánik. The next step was the creation of exhibition 
halls from the salons. The initiator for the creation of exhibition halls 
from the formal salons was the Minister of Foreign and European Af-
fairs of the SR, Ivan Korčok, whose ongoing aim is to present Slovakia 
through art as a country with a deep cultural tradition, a rich history and 
an unmistakable identity. The exhibition originated in cooperation with 
Galéria Nedbalka, and its curator is art historian Karol Maliňák.

Exhibition Halls 
at Palugyay 
Palace

Photo: Tomáš Bokor.

https://documenta-fifteen.de/
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Selection of curator K. Malíňák (Bottom left)

Ester Martinčeková Šimerová (1909 – 2005).
She brings perfect harmony and pure beauty to her work. Her studies in 
Paris and direct personal contact with the leading figures of the Paris school 
provided her with a foundation that can be felt in all her work. She has an 
exceptional place in Slovak painting; for many of her fellow travellers, she 
was a role model not only as a painter, but also as an exceptional personality.

Milan Laluha (1930 – 2013).
Very early on Milan Laluha discovered and found his characteristic artistic 
formula, developing cubo-futuristic starting points in his own way. Colour is 
the basic element of his style, and all of his work literally radiates vitality and 
a zest for life. Curator Karol Maliňák can also be seen in the photo.

Milan Paštéka (1931 – 1998).
Imagination, visions of existential anxiety, the need for escape and its fateful 
impossibility play an important role in the work of Milan Paštéka. At the 
very end of the work, he rids himself completely of the figure and achieves 
the position of a purely abstract symbol painting.

Rudolf Fila (1932 – 2015).
A painter-philosopher, an incredibly broad-minded and educated person, 
for whom the very process of creation became a goal. The presented work 
is from the 1960s; it is purely abstract, expressive gestural informal painting, 
consisting of brilliantly composed structures of colour layers.

Cyprián Majerník (1909 – 1945).
A leading representative of this generational trend, he oscillated between 
an interest in the urban environment and the subject matter of the Slo-
vak countryside. He saw it differently, however, and quite critically and with 
undisguised irony, he pilloried the reverse side of the life of the common 
people: hypocrisy, alcoholism, poverty, backwardness.

Miloš Alexander Bazovský (1899 – 1968).
He brings his own concept of monumentalisation of Slovakness, the cha-
racteristic feature of which is a deepened sensitivity and emotionality. He 
reacts more sensitively to formal and expressive stimuli, developing the 
contributions of modern European art, whose principles he attempts to 
transpose into a specifically domestic language.

Martin Benka (1888 – 1971).
His artistic efforts culminated in the 1930s, when he monumentalised the 
Slovak mountain landscape and rural people. In doing so, he created a myth 
about his native land, which was long considered a standard expression of 
the unique beauty of Slovakia.

Dominik Skutecký (1849 – 1921).
An artist with international experience, Skutecký lived and worked in Veni-
ce for a long time. Along with painting mastery, his works show identifica-
tion and a loving humour, but also with traces of irony.

Ladislav Mednyánszky (1852 – 1919).
He loved landscapes and projected his moods, states of mind and emotions 
onto them. He ranks among the most important painters of the end of the 
19th century and the turn of the century.

Vincent Hložník (1919 - 1997).
He thematises the struggle of good and evil, the noble, cultured and low, the 
instinctive, in society and in man, in his unfavourable fate, in dramatic com-
positions with an expressive presentation, based on the topic of war, brutal 
atrocities and injustice, but also resistance and finally victory.
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DOcumenta Kassel 2022
In 1955, the Kassel painter and academic, Professor Arnold Bode, tried to return Germany to 
an artistic dialogue with the rest of the world after the end of the Second World War. He 
wanted to connect the international art scene through the presentation of twentieth 
century art. He therefore founded the “Society of Western Art of the 20th Century” to pre-
sent art that the Nazis considered degenerate, as well as works of classical modernism.

The first Documenta was a retrospective of works from major mo-
vements, such as Fauvism, Expressionism, Cubism, Blaue Reiter and 
Futurism, as well as brilliant individualists, such as Pablo Picasso, Max 
Ernst, Hans Arp, Henri Matisse, Wassily Kandinsky and Henry Moore. 
On this journey through the art of the first half of the century, the 
German founders of modern art – Paul Klee, Oskar Schlemmer and 
Max Beckmann – were presented alongside the classics of modernity.
A massive hunger to compensate for the lack of information about 
international trends in art motivated 130,000 visitors to come to Kassel 
for Documenta, which today still serves as a survey and forum for con-
temporary art. Each edition of Documenta plays a leading role in shif-
ting the international discourse on art in new directions. Over the past 
decades it has established itself as an institution that goes well beyond 
the survey of what is currently happening, and every five years the 
small town of Kassel draws the attention of the international art world.
In 2017, when the hosting was split between Kassel and Athens, 
some 1,200,000 visitors attended Documenta over the 100 days of 
the exhibition. The fifteenth edition of Documenta is curated by the 
Ruangrupa group, an artists’ collective based in Jakarta, which built 
the main theme of the exhibition on the basic values and ideas of 
Lumbung (the Indonesian term for a communal rice barn). Lum-

bung as an artistic and economic model is rooted in principles such 
as collectiveness, the common sharing of resources and equal alloca-
tion, and it is felt in all the collaborations and exhibitions in Kassel.
A number of artists have represented Slovakia at Documenta in the 
past. These include Mária Bartuszová, who unfortunately did not live 
to see her exhibition five years ago, followed by Roman Ondák, Anna 
Daučíková, Stano Filko and Patrik Kovačovský. In 2022, Ilona Németh 
will present her Floating Gardens project at Documenta in Kassel.
 

Photo: Ilona Németh / Floating Garden – Healing Garden, Garden of the 
Future, in cooperation with architect Marián Ravasz, landscape architect 
Michal Marcinov and the OFF-Biennale Budapest. Photo: Vida Szabolcs. 
Graphics: Documenta.de.

https://documenta-fifteen.de/


EXHIBITION – GERMANY

A contemporary conceptual artist, creator, cura-
tor of exhibitions and organiser of art festivals, 
Ilona Németh works on objects, installations, vi-
deo and art in public space. This internationally 
accepted and established artist has been working 
on the art scene for over three decades now. Ty-
pical for her work in the 1990s were objects and 
spatial installations reflecting the female experien-
ce through a feminist lens, and work in public spa-
ce also have a significant place. Her artistic prac-
tice is founded on seeking a balance between the 
personal experience of life in a politically difficult 
country and the universal history of the nations 
of the Eastern Bloc from 1990 to the present. She led 
the studio IN and in the years 2014 – 2019 also the 
international Open Studio educational program-
me at the Department of Intermedia at the Academy 
of Fine Arts and Design in Bratislava. She has been 
a professor at the Faculty of Architecture and De-
sign, Slovak University of Technology in Bratisla-
va, since 2021. Her work has been mentioned in the 
history of contemporary art of two countries: 
Slovakia and Hungary. She is also the holder of the 
Pribina Cross, Second Class, from the President of 
the Slovak Republic, Andrej Kiska, in 2017; the Aus-
trian Cross of Honour for Science and Art from 
2019 from Austrian President Alexander Van der 
Bellen; and the Sándor Márai Foundation Award 
and the Munkácsi Award in Hungary. In 2001, she 
represented Slovakia at the 49th Biennale in Venice. 
She lives in Dunajská Streda.

ILONA NÉMETH
How are artists selected for Documenta? Who 
contacted you?

I’ve been to Documenta many times as a visitor, and I never thought 
that I would get there as a participant. I thought I had something to 
say, but this is also about contacts, about who follows your work, who 
is interested; state citizenship is not a criterion for an invitation. I was 
invited by the curators of the Budapest OFF-Biennale. Today’s Do-
cumenta is built completely differently than before. Until now, it ope-
rated on the principle of a main curator and one concept. At present, 
the curatorial collective Ruangrupa is decisive. They are an Indonesian 
group of architects, artists, designers and theorists. The invitation from 
Germany for Ruangrupa itself indicated the intention to create a com-
pletely new Documenta this year, in which artistic groups will also par-
ticipate, along with individual artists. Even the Budapest OFF-Bien-
nale, which appealed to me, has a group of curators. There are two 
projects under the OFF-Biennale brand – in the Fridericianum, as 
part of the project “One Day We Shall Celebrate Again”, it presents 
various positions of international Roma art, including Robert Gábriš, 
who has roots in Slovakia. The second project – “OFF-Playground” 
– is located at the special AHOI locality by the River Fulda, in which 
I am participating together with Eva Koťátková from the Czech Re-
public, Adam Kokesch and the art group Random Rutins from Buda-
pest, the Spanish group of artists and architects Resetas Urbanas and 
AUW – architects from Hungary. We are also exhibiting at the same 
location with the artist Chang En-Man from Taiwan. Our locations are 
interconnected and located outdoors. Curators from Budapest actually 
created in this way an international exhibition as part of Documenta.
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Tell us about your Floating Gardens project, 
which you are presenting?

I’m exhibiting Floating Gardens at Documenta. The objects were 
made in 2011 for an exhibition in Budapest. On the occasion of 
exhibiting at Documenta, I shifted my previous concept to a diffe-
rent position and developed it again. Everything evolves over time 
– and so do I and my art projects. The main topic of the original 
gardens was the idea of the garden as a controlled safe space for 
humans. Today, we know that this was an illusion, that we have 
also lost the illusion of control over nature. The Garden of the 
Future and the Healing Garden were created from the original 
French and English gardens. The healing garden is based on the 
interaction of plants with other plants, plants with humans, and 
humans with plants. It is about symbiosis and mutual help. The 
conception of the gardens arose in collaboration with landscape 
architect Michal Marcinov from Bratislava as well as other experts. 
On the Garden of the Future, we collaborated with experts from 
four countries, including from the University of Kassel, where they 
are doing long-term research on the occurrence of plants. They are 
researching climate change based on which plants appear on cam-
pus and which are disappearing. We cut out a plot of land from the 
campus, like a piece of cake, and moved it to a floating plateau. We 
added 13 species of plants to help clean the very poor quality and 
contaminated soil from the campus. Through the study, we deter-
mined what other types of plants nature has to offer, and we added 
those that are beneficial to the soil and can survive in the current 
weather conditions. The process of creating the floating garden 
is actually built on symbiosis, that is, the symbiosis of people. We 
started working on the entire study only in January 2022, and due 
to the pandemic it wasn’t known whether it would be this year or 
a year from now. The research is ongoing, for five months now. We 
consulted on the choice of plants with universities in the Czech 
Republic, Hungary, Slovakia and Germany through the curator 
Eszter Lázár in Budapest. This was a little complicated because 
the researchers didn’t understand what we wanted from them :)

In what direction is contemporary art, Do-
cumenta, moving?

From my point of view, this is mainly a search for new collabora-
tions and solidarity in the world. Even though it may sound like a 
platitude, I think we don’t have any other choice. This is the main 
idea of Documenta – to collect knowledge from all over the world, 
and everyone can take from it what they need. Of course, this is 
based on the history and character of the nation. This is why the 
organisers approached the curators from Indonesia, and I think 
that’s why my gardens also got space. With this project, I’m also 
collecting a lot of knowledge from other experts and passing it on. 
Functionality is reflected here, and it’s an important part of this 
year’s Documenta and seems to be a trend in contemporary art.

What are the conditions for exhibiting at this 
event?

This year each artist received the same amount to create their pro-
ject, which is exceptional. So, everyone has, so to speak, the same 
starting conditions from the organisers, which is one of the con-
cepts of curators from Indonesia. These funds were not sufficient 
for my project, so when Zuzana Pacáková, director of White Night, 
offered her help in securing additional funds, I was very happy. I 
would have not been able to do this due to the time-consuming 
research. We also received funding from the Fund for the Support 
of Art, and I was also supported by the Slovak Institute in Berlin.



Grafika: Mykola Kovalenko.
Foto: Toto! Je Galéria.
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Vľavo speváčka Anita Soul 
a vpravo spoločná fotogra-
fia účinkjúcich na koncerte 
Sound of Peace.
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What do you think about contemporary Slo-
vak culture?

I think that culture is completely at the tail end of politicians’ in-
terest, and this is a huge mistake. What we know from all of his-
tory is specifically culture, and we totally undervalue it. We think, 
and I’m talking here about politicians and society, that art and 
culture is something that is a decoration. At the same time, it is a 
foundation, and if we don’t support culture, we lose all the foun-
dations on which society stands, and that is the biggest problem. 
Culture is not just about pictures on a wall; it’s about everything 
from education to entertainment. It educates, shapes our socie-
ty. And it really is not adequately supported, I must say, not only 
in our country, but around the world. Some countries, of cour-
se, promote their culture more meaningfully. Rich countries, like 
Germany and France, are at the forefront in this regard. Support 
can also be felt in the Czech Republic, the Baltic countries and 
Finland. I think that change is necessary in our country, that 
culture must have a strong representation in the government.

How did cultural diplomacy help you in your 
projects?

We approached the Slovak Institute in Berlin for funding, and they 
immediately agreed; we had cooperated with Jakub Urik in Paris. 
So, I’ve had good experience with cultural diplomats. But art is 
complex and not all problems can be resolved for us by diplomats. 
Art functions on other relationships. Once an artist has some con-
tacts, diplomacy can enter into it and help. At the Venice Biennale, 
for example, a pavilion or an artist from Poland won many times, 
and there I think this was also a success of Polish cultural diplo-
macy. Cultural diplomacy cannot replace quality, but it can support 
quality art. Our deficit at the moment is the non-functionality of 
the Czech-Slovak pavilion in Venice at the Biennale. Two pavilions 
on the main strip of the Giardini are closed, one Russian and the 
other Czechoslovak. What does it mean? What kind of message is 
this? And for several years now. When you have a pavilion and an 
exhibition at the Venice Biennale, most of the participating nations 
organise events and thus create opportunities for personal contact, 
because this is the ground for cultural diplomacy. You invite people 
there and get to know one another; you build human relationships. 
And we are deprived of that. We don’t have many opportunities to 
export our art, and the Czechoslovak pavilion at the biennial was 
one of them. Our pavilion, however, is not operating, and we are 
leaving behind several generations of our artists from this repre-
sentation. I exhibited there in 2001, and this dream came true very 
soon. I feel bad that the artists who would like to be represented 
there don’t have this opportunity to take part in a world art show.
This is a place for presenting Slovak art in an international con-
text, a place that is seen by the general public as well as experts.

How would you inspire young artists?

I don’t subscribe to the thesis that the worse off the artist is, 
the better, because the suffering artist makes the best art. On 
the contrary, I think that if we have better working condi-
tions, we make better art. We don’t do it because we enjoy suf-
fering; we do it because we are interested and enjoy it. ~TB

Photo: Bootsverleih Ahoi OFF-Biennale Budapest – Floating Gardens Kassel 
2022, ©Frank Sperling. 
Ilona Németh / Floating Gardens – Healing Gardens, Garden of the Future, 
in cooperation with architect Marián Ravasz, landscape architect Michal 
Marcinov and the OFF-Biennale Budapest. ©Vida Szabolcs.

https://www.facebook.com/vladimir.simicek.5/posts/2181846098640212
https://www.instagram.com/umenim_za_mier/
https://totojegaleria.sk/zly-sen?fbclid=IwAR0gFOfra6czzJ3hetgFPzJRXfs6U3cHuYpE8xmZWxDA43V62Wg1Xbt96oU
https://www.ilonanemeth.sk/
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Photo (from the left): Interior of a concrete sugar bin in the former sugar works in Rimavská 
Sobota, 2018. Ilona Németh and Olja Triaška Stefanović, Archive Eastern Sugar, 2017 – 2018. 
(from the right): Eastern Sugar – Trafó Gallery – Bíró Dávid.

BUDAPEST

“Sugar is an exceptional phenomenon. It has been said that su-
gar is the first truly capitalist commodity. It symbolises a lot. From 
slavery to health problems, various changes in the human orga-
nism, changes in the landscape and in agriculture. In our Central 
European region, sugar was the driving force in the field of in-
dustrial development,” Ilona Németh says, describing the Eastern 
Sugar project, which visitors to Budapest’s Trafó Gallery could 
see from May 2022. The exhibition was created in collaboration 
with designer Petr Lišek, the videos in collaboration with Marti-
na Slováková from Cukru production Trnava. The expert for the 
entire Eastern Sugar project is a sugar industry engineer from 
the Sereď Sugar Factory, Dušan Janíček. The opening of this in-
ternational, interdisciplinary project of contemporary visual art 
was organised by the Trafó House of Contemporary Art in May 
2022 with the personal participation of the artist. The Slovak In-
stitute in Budapest was also a partner of the exhibition. The exhi-
bition in the Trafó Gallery was accompanied by workshops and 
guided tours on the artist’s work. Eleven videos and a mountain 
of sugar weighing three tonnes are installed in the Trafó Gallery 
in Budapest. The project places emphasis on arts research and 
reflects aspects of recent European history through the prism of 
the state of the sugar industry in Central Europe. The artist has 
been working on this project since 2017. The starting point was 
the sugar factory located in the birthplace of Ilona Németh, in 
Dunajská Streda. “The story of sugar very well describes the thir-
ty-year transformation of society in Slovakia. From the start, I had 
no idea that this topic was as layered and rich as I currently see 
it. In the end, a total of eight exhibitions have resulted from the 
original idea, six of which were international in six countries, and 
also with the support of the Creative Europe programme in co-
operation with the Slovak National Gallery in Bratislava. It looks 

like we’re going to continue. In the next step, we are planning an 
exhibition project with ten partners from seven countries, among 
them, for example, France and Croatia. This should be covered by 
the Bratislava City Gallery,” says the artist about the success of the 
project and other plans. At present, together with Dušan Janíček, 
they are establishing a sugar museum. Ilona Németh adds an in-
teresting note at the end: “The first inscription in the Museum of 
Rum and Slavery in London reads that all the wealth in London 
came from the slaves who produced sugar”. ~TB

https://www.facebook.com/sibudapest/posts/pfbid0UY4VXvYP2uBdspX14EVgzTwSLupLUUDqxfsQpr8fyn11i7QrwTLw7GgXyr4XxUtDl
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EXHIBITION 

The four-day international biennale of 
arts and crafts in the heart of Paris brou-
ght together more than 400 exhibiting 
participants from 33 countries around 
the world. Artists, craftsmen, producers, 
galleries, designers, foundations, scho-
ols. Unique works with contemporary 
elements, created especially for this occa-
sion, were exhibited at the Grand Palais 
Ephemére from 9 to 12 June. 

A part of it was the international exhibition Le Banquet, which 
revealed the most stunning works from the territories of 10 coun-
tries, such as Catalonia, Cyprus, the United Arab Emirates, Moroc-
co, Nigeria, French Polynesia, Zambia, South Korea and Luxem-
bourg. Slovakia was also among them this year, thanks mainly to 
the support of the Slovak Institute in Paris and the Fund for the 
Support of Art. “We’re proud of the collection, which gave the fo-
reign public a glimpse of an area in which Slovak visual arts have 
achieved significant international acclaim,” says Jana Kňažková, 
the new director of the Slovak Institute in Paris, who is pleased 
with the result. Slovakia was represented at this event by excellent 
artists – Dorota Sadovská, the couple Jarmila Mitríková and Dávid 
Demjanovič, Zuzana Svatik, Marek Kvetan, Tomáš Libertíny and 
Viktor Frešo. Zuzana Pacáková, head of the prestigious internatio-
nal White Night festival, signed up to this project in terms of pro-
duction and curating. “The selection of works by Slovak authors 
raises questions about the relationship between humanity and na-
ture, showing humanity as a creator who influences, manipulates, 
completes and portrays nature. It attempts to understand, model, 
enrich, develop or disrupt it, which we can understand as a certain 
parallel with the current environmental societal questions about 
the relationship of man to nature and its sustainability,” says Pacá-
ková, adding that the entire biennale bears the spirit of ecology 
and sustainability, one of the most current topics in art, as well as 
in society as a whole. The artistic couple Mitríková and Demja-
novič depict the process of change in their series “New Folklore” 
through pyrography (a technique of burnt wood) combined with 
painting. In the series “The Wounded Canvas”, Dorota Sadovská 
focused on minimalist figurative drawing by carving into a pain-
ter’s canvas. Monotony, clear symbols or irony define the character 
of Zuzana Svatik’s ceramic collection in the work entitled “Shop 
Early – Relax Later”. The work of Tomáš Libertíny was represen-
ted by a teapot from the series “Made by Bees”. In his work, Marek 
Kvetan refers to the ecological footprint in the “Parallel System” 
through the structure of inorganic coral. Viktor Frešo, a represen-
tative of ego-art, presented a series of “Niemands” – disproportio-
nate little people who are symbols of human arrogance, negati-
vism, betrayal and human complexes. Slovakia’s participation in 
the current edition of Révélations in the category of craft creation 
has strengthened. The international jury selected for this catego-
ry work from the studio Kreatippici, which specialises mainly in 
the production of original utilitarian design elements. One of the 
exhibitors, Zuzana Svatík, told Art.Ex of her feelings about the 
exhibition and the cultural presentation abroad: “I’m exhibiting 
at the biennale Salon Révélations in Paris this year for the first 
time; I was selected by the Slovak Cultural Institute in Paris. I am 
presenting part of my latest collection Shop Early – Relax Later to 

Grand Palais 
éphémère 
Révélations
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PariS

Photo: (from the left): Jarmila Mitríková and Dávid Demjanovič, Zuzana Svatík – Vases, 
Dorota Sadovská – Wounded Canvas (Toile blessée), 2021–2022, painting’s object, 15 pie-
ces, 150 x 50 x 50 cm. (from the right): Marek Kvetan and Viktor Frešo, illustration photos 
Révélations Grand Palais ©Alex Gallosi.

the audience. Révélations is one of the most well-known presenta-
tions of contemporary crafts in Europe, and I appreciate that I can 
be a part of it.” Zuzana compares the conditions of artists in Slovakia 
and abroad: “I think that the support and development of culture in 
individual countries, as well as people’s interest in cultural events, are 
linked to various economic factors and circumstances, the standard 
of living in a given country – which, as we well know, are extremely 
different within Europe itself. For the most part, however, art is mi-
nimally supported in Slovakia from an economic point of view. If 
any support does exist, it is rather random and unsystematic. In an 
environment in which an artist or people active in culture must con-
tinuously battle with existential problems, any change for the better 
is always welcome. In short, we have a lot to work on in Slovakia.” In 
conclusion, Zuzana adds that the active approach of Slovak cultural 
institutes abroad contributes to international cultural cooperation 
and the presentation of Slovak art abroad, as well as the presenta-
tion of foreign artists in Slovakia. She appreciates in particular their 
interest in presenting young, beginning artists and cooperation with 
Slovak curators and experts. ~TB

https://www.facebook.com/InstitutSlovaqueParis/posts/pfbid029Y8VZnNEMFWu3WknQXDnkAhQsqMU2ncTTRweReg8VcoJgjQz3q3cCLGzxfKPNwDDl
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EXHIBITION – BERLIN

On the evening of 7 April 2022, the opening of 
the exhibition of the major Slovak fashion 
designer Lea Fekete, one of the most unique 
figures and creators of Slovak clothing 
design, was held on the grounds of the 
Slovak Institute in Berlin. At the exhibi-
tion, she presents work through unique 
models of clothing, jewellery, hanging 
textile paintings and photographs of her 
original models and theatrical costumes.

Lea Fekete has been developing her own original technique of tex-
tile art works since 2001 and has also been developing jewellery 
designs and their realisation since 2005. In the years 2006 – 2012, 
she was the co-founder and president of the International Trien-
nial of Textiles. As a designer, she has taken part in many domestic 
and foreign fashion shows and received several awards, the most 
important of which was the 2011 Award for Contribution to Visu-
al Arts from L'Associazione Culturale Lybra, based in Rome. She 
has participated in 30 individual and group exhibitions both at 
home and abroad (Rome, Vienna, Stockholm, Prague, Mallorca, 
Berlin), and in 2016 she designed the costumes for Peter Breiner 
and Natália Horečná’s ballet “Slovak Dances (Life of Lights)” in the 
repertoire of the Slovak National Theatre in Bratislava.

Lea Fekete 
in Berlíne

Photo: Frescos, 2022, 140 x 140 cm, Tereza Fekete.

https://www.mzv.sk/documents/1190635/4799476/03+E-bulletin+03.2022
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Photo: Maroš Garaj – KPR SR, Luciano Romano – Teatro San Carlo, Napoli.

On 20 April 2022, the premiere of the opera Tosca by Giacomo Puc-
cini was performed at the Teatro di San Carlo in Naples under the 
baton of the internationally recognised Slovak conductor Juraj Val-
čuha, who has also been the music director of this theatre since 2016. 
Ukrainian soprano Oksana Dyka excelled in the role of Tosca, and 
the character of Cavaradossi was played by one of the biggest stars of 
the contemporary world of opera, tenor Jonas Kaufmann. The opera 
performance, directed by well-known film director Edoardo De An-
gelis, was a great success with the Neapolitan audience. The excep-
tional staging of this world-famous opera by conductor Juraj Valčuha 
was also greatly appreciated by President of the Slovak Republic, 
Zuzana Čaputová, who attended the performance during her offi-
cial visit to Italy and in a personal interview with the conductor Juraj 
Valčuha expressed her gratitude not only for the artistic experience, 
but above all for spreading the good name of Slovak culture abroad.

opera - NAPLES

Tosca in Naples under the baton 
of Juraj Valčuha

From the left: Karla Würsterová – Ambassador of the Slovak Republic in Rome, 
Juraj Valčuha – conductor, Zuzana Čaputová – President of the Slovak Republic, 
Ivan Korčok – Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Slovak Republic, and Andrej 
Doležal – Minister of Transport and Construction of the Slovak Republic. 

https://www.facebook.com/IstitutoSlovaccoRoma/posts/pfbid0aCg2xWu8f5C448tg2SkXzbXdwiHN7iREcKbKCvX36kcjpkdtJdfP4v6xAA7XSGqnl
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Festival - PRAGUE

Photo: Petra Hajská, Ivan Malý – Prague Spring 2022.

Requiem Op. 48 by French composer 
Gabriel Fauré, performed by Slovak sopra-
no Eva Hornyáková, was performed on 
26 May 2022 at one of the main concerts 
of this year’s Prague Spring Internatio-
nal Festival. Leading Czech conductor 
Petr Altrichter conducted the Czech 
Philharmonic, and together with Eva 
Hornyáková and a foreign guest, the in-
ternationally famous German baritone 
Stephan Genz, performed for the audience.

For the first time in its history, the Slovak Institute in Prague 
entered into cooperation with the Prague Spring for the Year of 
Slovak Musical Art 2022. Aside from financial support, it also con-
tributed to the concert line-up. The interpretation of the soprano 
parts was destined for a lyrical soprano and a singer with the 
ability to interpret demanding song parts, such as the in-demand 
opera and concert soprano Eva Hornyáková.

This native of Levoča is well known to the Czech audience. In 
addition to concert successes on the stages of Czech theatres in 
2021, she had the honour of singing the title character from A. 
Dvořák’s oratorio Saint Ludmila in the Prague Cathedral of St. 
Vitus, at a concert on the occasion of the 1100th anniversary of 
the death of Saint Ludmila. The concert was broadcast by Czech 
Television on the ČT art channel and by Czech Radio on the 
station Vltava.

The OFF programme of the Prague Spring also bore traces of 
Slovakia. On 28 May 2022, contemporary composers of the in-
ternational scene presented themselves to the public in the pre-
mises of the Dox+ Contemporary Art Centre. Slovak composer 
Adrián Demoč, whose work is often referred to as “magical”, 
“poetic”, “expressive” or even “quiet”, was also included in the 
selection of short compositions. The composition Súzvuk a chve-
nie [Resonance and Vibration], which the young artist composed 
especially for this occasion, had its world premiere with the per-
sonal participation of the composer in the interpretation of the 
Klangforum Wien orchestra under the baton of Bas Wiegers.

First time at Prague Spring

https://flickr.com/photos/prague-spring/albums/72177720299290699
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CONCERT - new york

Photo: Diana Černáková.

A concert by the Slovak-Ame-
rican group Waking Vision 
took place on 19 June 2022 
at Blue Note New York, the 
most famous and most presti-
gious jazz club in the world, 
in cooperation and with the 
support of the Consulate Ge-
neral of the Slovak Republic 
in New York. The band’s first 
meeting on stage after a hia-
tus of nearly six years took 
place as part of the project 
European Sound Series, which 
featured selected European 
jazz musicians and groups.

Waking Vision is the original project of class-
mates from the Berklee College of Music in 
Boston – drummer Martin Valihora and gui-
tarist John Shannon – who were joined in 
Blue Note by double bassist Peter Slavov. Wa-
king Vision have three albums behind them, 
and with their specific and unorthodox jazz 
sound and method of interpretation, they 
quickly attracted the interest of listeners both 
in the USA and in Slovakia.

Martin Valihora is a key figure on the Slovak 
jazz scene, the organiser of the annual One 
Day Jazz festival, during which several key 
personalities of this genre are each year in-
troduced to Slovak listeners. He has played 
and recorded with several world jazz stars, 
including several years of collaboration with 
the phenomenal Japanese pianist Hiromi 
Uehara, with whom he recorded several al-
bums. The guitar signature of John Shannon, 
co-founder of Waking Vison, stands behind 
the unique melodies of the band. He himself 
is a multi-genre guitarist with several interes-
ting musical collaborations behind him. Peter 
Slavov’s jazz biography includes collabora-
tions with musical personalities such as Joe 
Lovano and Quincy Jones.

 “Blue Note New York is the mecca of jazz 
music, but not only that. The stars of world 
jazz, as well as pop, rock and hip-hop, whose 
music has an authentic connection to the jazz 
genre, take turns on its stage every night. A 
performance at Blue Note can be described 
without exaggeration as one of the career 
highlights of every jazz artist,” says Milan Vr-
bovský, Consul General of the Slovak Repub-
lic in New York. 

Slovak jazz 
at Blue Note 
New York

https://www.facebook.com/SlovakConsulateUS/posts/pfbid02VJj4m83qdEq8n89228GhT4ZnCkhrwfQAmPMaj5PTngVzCPsNDxa6k3vdUqpV1Yhql
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Photo: Lukasz Pajak, Bibiana.

On 11 May 2022, the opening of the exhibition 
of Bratislava Illustration Biennale 2021 
took place in the gallery of the city library 
of Kielce, Poland, at the main bus station. 
The presentation of the exhibition was or-
ganised by the Slovak Institute in Warsaw 
in cooperation with the BIBIANA Interna-
tional House of Art for Children in Brati-
slava and the Kielce City Library in Poland.

For nearly 55 years, Bratislava has been changing the world of words 
into a land of fantasy and comes alive with illustrations of children’s 
books from all over the world. The international competitive showing 
of original illustrations of books for children and young people, Bra-
tislava Illustration Biennale, entered its 28th year and presented the 
best that was created in the world of children’s illustration over the 
last two years. Nearly 380 illustrators from 42 countries applied for the 
current biennale and sent in over 2,700 illustrations and almost 500 
books. BIBIANA, an international art house for children, is the main 
organiser of the event. The biennale is held under the auspices of 
UNESCO and the International Union for Children’s Books with the 
support of the Ministry of Culture of the Slovak Republic. Patronage 
of BIB 2021 was taken over by President of the SR Zuzana Čaputová.

EXHIBITION – WARSAW

Biennale of Illustrations in Poland

https://www.facebook.com/bienale.ilustracii/posts/pfbid02Qzdn91hwf4z77MjztoykDdbvT7avVQUudGm8Lgvej89KTBpAtbFYr15gddmLWH5Hl


Ilustračné foto: Kreatívna Európa.
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Photo: Martin Augustín

On 12 May 2022, an exhibition of paintings by the 
Slovak visual artist Martin Augustín was cere-
monially opened at the Embassy of the Slovak Re-
public in Italy and the Slovak Institute in Rome. 
The exhibition presents a representative selection 
of paintings, collages and illustrations. The tit-
le “Romans” is inspired by the Eternal City and its 
passionate, proud and energetic female prota-
gonists. It follows on from the previous cycles 
– Women of Paris, Secrets of the Fontaineble-
au Gardens, Ladies of Levoča, Under the Wings.

The selection of works from Martin Augustín was curated by Carmen Ková-
čová from Galéria u anjela in Kežmarok. The evening culminated with a con-
cert by two Slovak cellists, Katarína Černá Zajacová and Branislav Bielik.
As part of the concert, the audience was also presented with the work of the 
composer Ladislav Kupkovič, a representative of Slovak experimental music and 
the avant-garde. “He does not hide his admiration for women – fascinating, ethe-
real beings full of mysteries. He unfolds poetic stories before us, shaping the-
ir fragility and vulnerability with gentle grace. We follow his excursions almost 
breathlessly in order to succumb to the belief that harmony and beauty are a 
permanent part of our being. The ephemeral impression is intensified by the 
medium used – perforated Japanese paper recalling the delicacy of a spider’s 
web,” said curator Carmen Kováčová in her introductory speech at the opening. 
Martin Augustín has taken part in individual and collective exhibitions in cities 
such as Prague, Vienna, Antwerp, The Hague, Paris, Mexico, New York and Berlin.

EXHIBITION – ROME

Martin Augustín - Romans

https://www.facebook.com/page/109211124152896/search/?q=augustin
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EXHIBITION – VIENNA

Photo: Juraj Ďuriš, Radim Straka, Jakub Ťapucha and Tomáš Bokor.

After a series of exhibitions by renowned 
and established Slovak artists, the Slovak 
Institute in Vienna chose a completely di-
fferent concept for the Quattro Stagioni 
exhibition. On 5 May 2022 it organised at 
its premises an exhibition of four young 
artists – Juraj Ďuriš and Tomáš Bokor, Ra-
dim Straka and Jakub Ťapucha – in order 
to introduce the Austrian audience to 
new, non-traditional approaches and 
means of expression in the visual arts.

“At the opening, the works of Slovak painters who, even though 
they are connected in life, differ significantly in their work, were 
unveiled for the public. Academic painters Juraj Ďuriš and To-
máš Bokor, as well as artists Radim Straka and Jakub Ťapucha, 
presented their artistic expressions. Their creations can hardly 
be described in words. Some are depictions of social problems 
or the past; others connect the world of diverse imagination 
with reality. Art needs to be experienced and enjoyed in its full 
beauty. This privilege was taken away from us for a long time, 
but we survived. This exhibition was postponed for over two ye-
ars due to the pandemic,” curator Gabriela Alenová says about 
the exhibition. The exhibition sparked great interest among 
the Austrian public; among the guests were several important 
contemporary Slovak artists and several curators from Slovakia, 
the Czech Republic and Austria. The youth of the artists was 
balanced at the opening by the experience and maturity of the 
musicians, who created an excellent musical framework for the 
event. Slovak jazz legends Matúš Jakabčic (guitar) and Gabriel 
Jonáš (piano) provided the programme accompaniment. ~TB

The Four Seasons 
in Vienna

https://www.facebook.com/SlowakischesInstitutInWien/posts/pfbid0b5tk4LELDtsFCt3oRbTneycX8ynLAVt8dX7m7uhD7An8nz2i5poSkGdhVQbsz6pMl
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The New European Bauhaus is an initiative of 
the European Union that brings together 
sustainability, culture, community deve-
lopment and investment in order to help 
fulfil the objectives of the European Green 
Deal. The movement aims to create a com-
mon space focused on the cooperation of 
architects, artists and designers of all crea-
tive disciplines and to contribute to the Eu-
ropean Green Deal to improve our everyday 
life, so that it can be felt in buildings and in 
public spaces, as well as in fashion and inte-
riors. According to Ursula von der Leyen, 
President of the European Commission, the 
New European Bauhaus should be a brid-
ge between the world of science and tech-
nology and the world of art and culture.

Creating a movement means working with people and their interests, 
needs and motivations. Contributions from the professional public 
to the creation of the New European Bauhaus concept pointed to the 
need to renew the connection with nature and regain a sense of belon-
ging. In the phase of common conception of the initiative, it also beca-
me clear that the New European Bauhaus should concern cities and 
people who need it the most. Last but not least, it points to the need 
to address the unsustainable use of resources, waste management or 
the need to revitalise energy-efficient buildings and infrastructure.

Beauty/aesthetics/culture

Creative workers from all fields have long contributed to raising aware-
ness about socioeconomic and environmental challenges. Their critical 
stance and inspirational works focused on contemporary society can 
help us remake the world we live in. This also applies to the concepts 
of aesthetics and beauty, in the case of which few universally valid stan-
dards and principles exist. Questions about aesthetic and cultural values 
were the motivation for the authors and organisers of the New Europe-
an Bauhaus initiative to select a reference to the original Bauhaus, an 
innovative and iconic school of art from the first half of the 20th century. 
And for the new initiative, interdisciplinarity, the connecting of life and 
art, the building of new principles and attitudes, and an interest in the 
quality of life are also key. Mária Beňačková Rišková, a member of the 
informal advisory group of the President of the European Commission 
and ambassador of the New European Bauhaus project, explains that 
the project uses the term “beauty”, which is translated as either beauty 
or as aesthetics in various countries. In the scope of an informal advi-

sory group of the President of the European Commission they spoke 
about the quality of the experience, about the creation of a functional 
and aesthetic space, about the fact that aesthetic qualities help build a 
relationship and emotional bonds with the environment and objects, 
but also about the fact that the concept of the perception of beauty is 
individual not only for individuals, but also for cultures and groups of 
people. “For me personally, one of the basic lines of the New European 
Bauhaus, which speaks about the relationship of people to the environ-
ment, is more about the concept of culture. It simply states that when 
saving life on the planet, we must not forget to protect the culture or the 
world that we have been building for several millennia,” emphasises M. 
Beňačková Rišková.

EUROPEAN UNION – INITIATIVE

The New 
European 
Bauhaus
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the Manifest2020

The Manifest2020 platform became the first Slovak partner of the New 
European Bauhaus. The platform originated in 2019 as an initiative of 
Slovak experts in the field of construction, architecture and spatial plan-
ning. After the announcing of the New European Bauhaus, the platform 
decided to get involved and bring its own ideas and vision for Slovakia, 
as well as for Europe. The initiative is open to subjects, organisations 
and individuals from various sectors. The aim of the Manifest2020 initia-
tive is the support of carbon-neutral construction, but also the involving 
of actors from other creative industries in the creation of a sustainable 
environment and the spreading of information about the principles of 
the New European Bauhaus. At the beginning of 2020, Bratislava’s Nová 
Cvernovka, which brings together more than 400 artists and professio-
nals from the creative industry, became its partner.

We bring creative people and projects together to 
find innovative solutions to the climate crisis

The New European Bauhaus initiative is also followed by the Year of Cli-
mate Care 2022 project aimed at the support and development of acti-
vities of the creative and educational sector with the aim of preventing 
the negative impacts of climate change in social, cultural and everyday 
life, behind which stands again M. Beňačková Rišková, as curator and co-
author of the concept along with director of the Göethe Institute, Markus 
Huber. The presentation of the New European Bauhaus in the Heart (of 
Europe) as one of the project activities was the accompanying event the 
Festival of the New European Bauhaus, which took place on 9 – 12 June 
2022 in Brussels. The project, under the auspices of President of the Slo-
vak Republic Zuzana Čaputová, was initiated by the Göethe Institute in 
Slovakia and the French Institute in Slovakia. As co-organisers they cal-
led on Manifest2020, Nová Cvernovka, the Festival of Sustainability and 
Art Nasuti, the Slovak Design Centre, the Slovak Chamber of Architects 
and the PUNKT association, which organises community activities such 
as Dobrý trh [The Good Market] and Anténa, a network of independent 
cultural centres. The foreign partner is the Academy of Fine Arts (Impact 
Academy) from Vienna. Additional respected institutions and organisa-
tions that are professionally active in the fields of culture, creation and 
protection of the environment and education are gradually becoming 
partner organisations. In the year 2022 this group is organising a series of 
cultural and educational activities with the perspective of continuing co-
operation in the future. The expected long-term result is that the project 
organisers and project partners will create a distributed interdisciplinary 
platform for the exchange of knowledge and collaboration between cre-
ative, educational and other sectors. The primary target group is creative 
workers, educators and community leaders who can address their own 
“audiences” – students, spectators and visitors to cultural events, citizens. 
The New European Bauhaus, like the original Bauhaus 100 years ago, is 
supposed to start a creative and interdisciplinary movement. The aim of 
its authors is to connect as many people as possible, and they seem to 
be succeeding. The interest shown in the initiative gives hope that it can 
bring practical answers to the social question about what the current and 
future life of Europeans may look like in a harmony of nature and culture.

Mária Beňačková Rišková – in February of last year, she became a member 
of the informal advisory group of the President of the European Com-
mission, Ursula von der Leyen, and an ambassador of the New European 
Bauhaus project. She was the director of the Slovak Design Centre for 
five years and helped establish the Slovak Museum of Design. At present, 
she works as an independent expert in the field of design, multimedia 
and cultural heritage and shares in the creation of a Strategy for Culture 
and the Creative Industry of the Slovak Republic 2030 for the Ministry 
of Culture of the Slovak Republic. Together with other ambassadors, per-
sonalities from the fields of architecture, design, business and activism, 
which includes well-known architects, such as Bjarke Ingels and Shigeru 
Ban, the president of the World Human Forum Alexandra Mitsotaki, ac-
tivist Sheela Patel and others, she has collaborated on the conception of 
the vision of the New European Bauhaus project. ~ Gabriela Sábelová.

Illustration Photo: New European Bauhaus Prizes 2022 ©EU.

https://europa.eu/new-european-bauhaus/index_en
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PROGRAMME

Selection from the programme 
July – October 2022 

Berlin

23 June – 30 September 2022 / Exhibition of Slovak sculptor and painter 
Juraj Čutek. Embassy of the Slovak Republic in Berlin.
8 September 2022 Opening of the PARTY21 Exhibition in Hildesheim.
8 September –18 September 2022 / Festival of Literature in Berlin; Slo-
vakia will be represented by the writer Pavol Rankov.
22 September 2022 / Celebratory concert of the Slovak Chamber Or-
chestra on the occasion of the national holiday of 1 September and the 
30th anniversary of Slovak Constitution Day. Berlin Cathedral.
29 September 2022 / Jazz concert by Martin Valihora and musicians from 
the V4 countries on the occasion of the Slovak presidency of the V4. Jazz-
club Kunstfabrik Schlot Berlin.

Budapest

15 July 2022 / Concert of Slovak jazz band Fat Jazz Bank. Siófok.
26 July 2022 / Performance by SĽUK. Sárvár.
28 July 2022 / Martin Valihora’s concert as part of the Művészetek völgye 
Festival. Kapolcs.
3 September 2022 / Pozsonyi picnic – tourist presentation focused on 
Bratislava. Budapest.
17 September – 22 October 2022 / Ján Zoričák and Peter Botos. Zsdrál 
Art Pop Up Gallery.
Budapest.
29 September – 2 October 2022 / International Book Festival. Budapest.
6 – 9 October 2022 / Art Market 2022. Budapest.
2 October – 6 November 2022 / Design without Borders 2022. Budapest.

Jerusalem

July / Sand&Dust – Exhibition of Peter Cvik’s residence. Jerusalem.
August – September / Tomáš Danielis – Festival of modern dance, resi-
dential stay and performance. Jerusalem.
September / Ján Vasilko and Karel Štedrý – exhibition Abstract in coo-
peration with the Czech House. Jerusalem
September – October / Ašot Haas – Residency at the Slovak Institute. 
Jerusalem.

Prague

15 July 2022, 16 July 2022, 17 July 2022 / Peter Lipa – Bohemia JazzFest. 
Hluboká nad Vltavou, Domažlice, Brno.
3 September 2022, 4 September 2022 / Lotz Trio – St. Wenceslas Music 
Festival. Ostrava.
17 October 2022 / Maroš Bango & Radek Žalud – Atrium Žižkov. Prague.
Autumn 2022 / Moving to new premises. Prague.

Rome

22 – 24 September 2022 / Architects Plural and JRKVC – 10th annual 
New Generations Festival. Rome.
29 September 2022 / Ley Fekete exhibition. Slovak Institute in Rome.
5 – 8 October 2022 / Festival of Slovak literature - Literary maps. Catania.
12 October 2022 / Corso di lingua slovacca – prof. Ivan Šuša and Zuzana 
Nemčíková, presentation of the publication. Rome.
8 – 10 November 2022 / EUNIC – Reform and Freedom. San Michele 
Prison, Rome.

Autumn 2022 / Parallel system – exhibition of paintings by Michal Čer-
nušák and sculptures by Viktor Frešo and Marek Kvetan. Rome.
20 November – 4 December 2022 / Quartieri di vita – social theatre fes-
tival. Naples.

Vienna

13 September 2022 / Vernissage for the exhibition of sculptor Ján Ťapák 
“Sculptures and Drawings” together with a concert by Silvia Josifovská. 
Slovak Institute in Vienna.
12 – 19 September 2022 / Vienna Fashion Week. MQ, Vienna.
27 September 2022 / Jazz concert V4. Vienna.
29 September 2022 / Literary evening – Cultural Club of Czechs and 
Slovaks on the Day of European Languages. Slovak Institute in Vienna.
October 2022 / Long Night of Literature in cooperation with EUNIC. 
Slovak Institute in Vienna and cultural institutes EUNIC Austria.
11 October 2022 / Hummel Fest 2022, pianist Krisztina Marouf Gyöpös. 
Slovak Institute in Vienna.
October 2022 / Christening of CD Danubius Octet Singers. Slovak In-
stitute in Vienna.
October 2022 / Orgelherbst 2022, a traditional festival of organ music. 
Hainburg/Bruck an der Leitha.

Paris

25 June 2022 / Marathon Jazz d’Europe Centrale – concert by the Slovak 
trio Triple Jump – V4. Hungarian Cultural Institute.
1 October 2022 / Festival of contemporary art Nuit Blanche, part of the 
White Night festival in Slovakia. Paris.
27 – 30 October 2022 / Salon d’Automne – exhibition of works by the 
young generation of artists – Milan Vagač, Ján Vasilko and Rita Koszorús, 
curated by Nina Vrbanová. Champs-Élysées, Paris.

Warsaw

June – July 2022 / Exhibition of the photographs of deaf brothers Adam 
and Matej Kováčov “Slovakia through a silent lens”. Defensive walls of 
the old town, Warsaw.
August 2022 / Exhibition of artistic glass by Patrik Illo and Aleksandra 
Stencel.
Slovak Institute Warsaw.
9 September 2022 / Lúčnica. Teatro Polske, Warsaw.

Changes in the programme reserved. You can find more detailed infor-
mation about the exact place, time and other events on the website www.
mzv.sk or on the social media platforms of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
of the Slovak Republic, embassies of the Slovak Republic abroad and 
Slovak Institutes.

https://www.mzv.sk/ministerstvo/kulturna_diplomacia-slovenske_instituty
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Ilona Németh and Olja Triaška Stefanović,
Archive Eastern Sugar, 2017 – 2018.

EASTERN SUGAR – BUDAPEST

https://www.easternsugar.eu/
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